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With the transition to cloud technology happening quickly, it’s a good time to talk to your Epicor account manager 
about its advantages. Every day, your competitors acquire new capabilities and customer expectations rise as ways  
of doing business are simplified everywhere. Prophet 21 in the cloud can help you do more.

Keep pace with change and the world’s toughest competitors. With more reach and flexibility in the cloud, we can 
help you power more possibilities. 

Grow and Scale with More Speed and Resilience
• Improve workflows and increase productivity and speed across

your business
• Take more decisive action with real-time data
• Be prepared for disruption with your data stored securely in the cloud

Be Undeniably Easy to do Business With
• Reach customers online where and how they want to do business
• Help customers stay on top of their stock with vendor-managed inventory
• Create a unified customer experience online, at the counter, and in the field

Transact and Compete on Equal—or Higher—Ground
• Extend your capabilities by connecting critical applications with

API integration
• Streamline and automate processes to improve accuracy
• Increase margins with strategic pricing based on market data and

sales history

Talk to your Epicor account manager now to learn more. 

“I don’t have to buy new servers every five years, I don’t have to 
maintain the servers, and the software maintenance is rolled into 
the monthly cost ... it just makes sense.” 

Keith Nowak | President of MPT Drives

We’re here for the hard-working businesses that make, move, and sell the things we all need. Epicor industry cloud solutions accelerate 
your ambitions so you can do business better. We are the essential partner to the world’s most essential businesses.


